
How do I create 
the artwork for a 

Lenticular?

2 Way Flip

For the most popular 2 way flip simply provide the following.

Lenticular Front

 � Number of images required: 2
 � Bleed: 3mm
 � Resolution: 300dpi (150dpi for A1 and above)
 � File Format: PSD(preferred), PDF, Tiff
 � Image mode: RGB (standard 8Bits/Channel)

Standard Printed Back (If applicable)

 � Number of images required: 1
 � Bleed: 3mm
 � Resolution: 300dpi (150dpi for A1 and above)
 � File Format: PDF(preferred), PSD, Tiff, AI, INDD
 � Image mode: CMYK

Frame 1 Frame 2
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Avoid high contrast colour changes on white or pale coloured backgrounds etc.. 

Example 1: A black text reveal on a white background             Example 2: A white text reveal on a black background
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As with all lenticular, crosstalk is experienced 
between frames. This means that images 
never quite disappear, which is apparent 
when using something with a strong colour 
against a pale background. In the example 
above a solution would be the reverse the 
image. White text on a black background.

Preparing your artwork for lenticular printing here at Tribal 3D does 
not need to hard. The following is a simple guide as to what you 

need. Remember we do all the hard work, so you don’t have to. If 
you have any questions at all regardless of how simple please do 
not hesitate to ask. It is often better to discuss what you are trying 
to achieve beforehand. This way we can advise you what artwork 

works well and what does not, avoiding unnecessary work.



Animation/motion

Animated lenticulars can look great especially handheld. 
Required assets:

Lenticular Front

 � Number of images required: 4 to 8
 � Bleed: 3mm
 � Resolution: 300dpi (150dpi for A1 and above)
 � File Format: PSD(preferred), PDF, Tiff, JPEG or HD Video
 � Image mode: RGB (standard 8Bits/Channel)

Standard Printed Back (If applicable)

 � Number of images required: 1
 � Bleed: 3mm
 � Resolution: 300dpi (150dpi for A1 and above)
 � File Format: PDF(preferred), PSD, Tiff, AI, INDD
 � Image mode: CMYK
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Try to create an animated loop, 
if at all possible, especially when 
creating walk cycles of characters 
or animals etc... In the following 
example the animation runs through 
the 6 frames and seamlessly goes 
back to the beginning without a 
jump. Visually you see the coins 
constantly rotating and the bear 
continuously juggling. This makes 
for a very pleasing lenticular that 
can be rocked back and forth with 
no visible breaks.

Frame 4.tif Frame 5.tif Frame 6.tif

Frame 3.tifFrame 2.tifFrame 1.tif

Frame 6Frame 5Frame 4

Frame 3Frames 2Frame 1

Try to avoid large movement as this 
will often appear blurry. This how-
ever can work to your advantage if 
you’re trying to depict movement or 
speed etc…

Frame 4 Frame 5 Frame 6 

Frame 3Frame 2Frame1
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Holographic 3D with motion parallax

3D lenticulars are always a winner and not hard to produce. just 
provide us with layers and we take care of the rest. 
Required assets:

Lenticular Front

 � Number of layers 3 to 20
 � Bleed: 3mm top and bottom / 15mm left and right (30mm in total)
 � Resolution: 300dpi (150dpi for A1 and above)
 � File Format: PSD(preferred), image sequence 
 � Image mode: RGB (standard 8Bits/Channel)

Standard Printed Back (If applicable)

 � Number of images required: 1
 � Bleed: 3mm
 � Resolution: 300dpi (150dpi for A1 and above)
 � File Format: PDF(preferred), PSD, Tiff, AI, INDD
 � Image mode: CMYK
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 � Supply your artwork as a PSD in layers. 
 � Include elements in the foreground, midground and background.
 � Bright colours especially in the mid & foreground will help.
 � Apply all adjustment, fill layers, blending modes etc...

Finally you should have something like below before submitting your 
artwork. Plenty of simple flat layers with no adjustment layers etc... 
In this example we have 11 layers. Please remember if you don’t 
have any layers we still may be able to help.

The key to a good 3D lenticular is providing multiple layers giving 
lots of visual depth cues. We will often keep text and the main 
character in the midground (this is the area of sharpest focus), 
leaving space behind and infront for aditional elements which 
create interest.
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Holographic 3D with motion parallax continued...(Advanced techniques)
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 � Camera focal length should be set to 50mm.
 � Pan 29 to 47 degrees depending on your lens selection.
 � Number of frames is 12 to 36 (Frame 1 being on the start point & 

frame 12 to 36 being on the endpoint).
 � Always discuss beforehand for professional & friendly advice.

So far, we have discussed submitting layered artwork to create your 3D lenticular. This method is simple and easy with Tribal 3D taking 
care of the rest of the 2D to 3D conversion work. Using advanced techniques, we create the numerous viewpoints needed to make the 
3D scene. We recommend this method as it is easy for you the customers and has the greatest flexibility in production giving fantastic 
results.

For the more adventurous creatives you can create the various 3D viewpoints/frames yourself. For a simple handheld 3D lenticular, you 
will need12 Viewpoints/Frames, for a larger 3D lenticulars you will need 19 to 36 viewpoints depending on your project (please ask be-
forehand). 

The two most popular methods are:

3D Software Method (Cinema 4D, 3DS Max, Maya, Blender etc...)

Create a virtual camera as you would normally with a focal length of 50mm. The camera should slide on a linear path panning as it goes. 
The pivot point of the camera will be the sharpest focus in the final print. So, for example if you have your camera panning around a char-
acter keep the pivot point on one of the eyes or in between, this way the eyes are in sharp focus. Render 12 frames from the pass (more 
for large format) and save the files as TiFFs, PNG etc...

Camera capture method
In this method you would use a linear slider or dolly to slide your camera across the front of the subject. Ideally the pass should be linear 
with no panning, however if you want to choose your point of focus then you can pan the camera. If the camera is not panned, we have 
the ability to set the midground point in post-production, meaning the subject can be moved forwards or backwards in 3D space.
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